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The Panasonic TC-P50ST30 is HD Guru’s first 2011 model test. It’s also the first 
“second generation” Full HD 3D TV to come our way. This 50-inch 1080p HDTV 

plasma retails for $1499.95, making it one of the lowest priced 3D TVs in its size class. 

Initial Impressions 

While we (and others) picked the 2010 VT25 series model as last year’s 3D TV 
benchmark, Panasonic has improved many aspects of their TV’s performance. The ST 

models offer new styling, a sleeker form factor, a new “open” Internet platform renamed 
“Viera Connect,” and a number of plasma panel improvements (we elaborate here). 

  

Styling 

The 2011 ST series has updated cosmetics to put it at a high tier of mid-price plasma 
style. Cleaner corners and bottom edge provide a sleeker, more modern appearance. Dark 
and conservative, we doubt anyone would object to the understated exterior, as it should 

blend into almost any room decor. The TC-P50ST30 includes a swivel stand. 

The ST30, at least compared LED LCDs, doesn’t break any new ground in terms of depth 
or bezel thickness. The unit measures 2.2 inches depth from top of the set until about an 



inch from the bottom where the rear bulges another .6 inch bringing the maximum depth 
to 2.8 inches. By comparison last year’s TC-P50GT25 measured 3.5 inches deep. 

 

Connectivity 

The plasma includes a side mounted SD card slot (for videos and photos), two USB 
connectors and one HDMI input. The rear features two more HDMI inputs (sadly one 
less than last year), a LAN (Internet) connector, one component video input and one 

composite video input (both with associated L/R audio inputs). There is also an F-type 
antenna input and an optical digital audio output. Panasonic includes a Wi-Fi USB dongle 

for wireless Internet connectivity. 

 

Remote 

The remote control is largely a carry-over from the 2010 3D models. The one major 
change is a new “3D” button.  This gives access to manual 3D format selection (the set 



has auto-detection too). Also new for 2011 is a 3D effect adjustments that allows users 
manual control over perceived depth. For our tests we left this in the default position, 

finding this satisfactory, as it presumably would be with properly authored 3D content. 
Overall we found the remote comfortable with large, easy to press buttons. 

Features 

We were pleasantly surprised at the expanded features within this entry level 3D model. 
The ST30, in addition to new Internet streaming services such as Amazon and Netflix 
offers expanded array of applications including current and promised upcoming games 

and services.  Panasonic includes Skype video calling with its optional  video 
camera/microphone , the ability to view 3D video content via an SD card (not tested) and 
more user calibration controls than with last year’s non 3D S series, including the ability 

to fine tune gray scale (with proper know-how and test equipment). The ST30 comes 
with a new anti-reflective filter that does an effective job attenuating overhead sources of 

light such as a ceiling fixture. Like any other TV we recommend to avoid uncovered 
windows or lamps opposite the TV screen. 

Panasonic includes many picture adjustments. A new one is “Motion Smooth” which ads 
frame insertion to make filmed images have fluid motion. Like the motion 

estimation/motion compensation (ME/MC) circuits found in all 120 Hz and higher 
refresh LCDs and LED LCDs, it makes film based material appear as a video source. 

While we prefer the circuit set to the “off” position (default is “weak” mode), there is a 
benefit in the form of a reduction of phosphor lag, seen as a green trailing edge using our 

FPD motion test disc. We were unable to find any normal TV content during our 
evaluations that produced lag in the “off” position. 

Other picture adjustments include C.A.T.S. which uses a light sensor to change image 
brightness based on ambient room lighting changes. Automatically changing image 
brightness is maddening by its very nature and recommend the “off” position. Black 

extension, AGC and Contour Emphasis controls (located under the “Pro” settings menu) 
manipulate the image to make the dark areas darker while the AGC and Contour  make 

lighter picture areas brighter. We recommend the “Off” settings (0 for the AGC). 

Under the Advanced Picture settings are “Black Level” which makes dark details to 
become too black in the dark setting, we recommend “light” mode; and 24p “Direct In” 
which allows viewing a 24Hz source (i.e. Blu-ray movie with a player that offers 24Hz 

output) at 48 Hz. Like in prior years we see flicker at 48Hz and therefore don’t 
recommend this setting. 

Operation 

The ST30 has five picture modes (Vivid, Standard, Game, Cinema and Custom). The TC-
P50ST30 Panasonic has Energy Star 4.0 certification, so if you choose “Home” when you 
turn it on for the first time, the TV is set to the Standard picture mode We found it set too 
dark at the factory default (50) and increased the contrast control to achieve acceptable 



brightness. Regardless, we used the “Custom” mode for our evaluations as it is the only 
mode that allows adjustment of all the picture controls.   The showroom “Vivid” mode 

provides the brightest image (at the expense of accuracy) coming in at a factory default of 
47.04 ft lamberts. 

Post picture calibration in the Custom mode the image a very adequate 37.11 ft. lamberts, 
fine for most room ambient light conditions. 

With all user settings completed we began our test and viewing evaluations. 

  

Standard Definition 

We ran through our standard test regime beginning with the HQV standard defintion 
DVD tests for signal processing via the 30′s sole composite video input. 

The TC-P50ST30 passed all tests (vertical detail, jaggies, waving flag jaggies, picture 
detail, video noise reduction, motion adaptive noise reduction, 3:2 pulldown detection 
and filmed content that’s mixed with video titles). The only fails were of a few of the 

multi-rate film cadence, such as Vari-Cam, an insignificant failure as these formats are 
generally limited to news gathering and animation, which by their nature are low 

resolution. 

We found the noise reduction very effective (an improvement over last year’s models), 
and could not see any picture degradation using it, thereby we recommend the maximum 
setting. We were pleasantly surprised to find that Panasonic provides separate memory 

settings for on-line streaming content as well as for each picture mode and input. Too bad 
none of the on-line movie services such as Amazon Video on Demand offer streaming of 
test signals. We will continue to fine tune the streaming user settings and plan to publish 

them if and when we can nail them down. 

High Definition 

Checking the HQV Blu-ray test disc, the TC-P50ST30 passed all tests (noise reduction, 
deinterlacing with and without motion, jaggies and 3:2 pulldown detection). However, 

please note “Auto” film detect mode produced unwanted noise in the test signal. 
Changing the film detect mode to “On” produced a noise free passing grade. 

Our FPD motion resolution test confirmed full 1080 line (per picture height) motion 
resolution. 

Color was quite accurate with color points very close to the HD Rec. 709 standard (noted 
in parentheses) 

Red  x .624 y .324 (x.64 y.33) 



Green x.303 y .603 (x .30 y.60) 

Blu x .151 y.058 (x.15 y.06). 

  

Minimum illumination (the brightness of black) comes in at .008 ft lamberts, quite dark 
especially for the TC-PST30s price. We never observed fluctuating blacks (also called 
floating blacks); though we speculate the activation of one of the “black level” settings 

mentioned above could produce the effect. We will post our picture settings shortly. 

Out of the box color temperature in the Warm 2 setting came in at 6059K (x.321 y.336) 
at 20 IRE and 6075K (x .320, y 3.44) at 80 IRE. Post calibration measurements were 

excellent at 6588K (x.311, y.330) at 20 IRE and 6488K (x .313, y.329) at 80 IRE. 

Power consumption using the industry standard IEC test disc came in at 210 watts using 
the calibrated settings. While this is far than energy consumption than an LED LCD 

which typical measure around 100 watts calibrated, keep in mind they cost far more than 
this Panasonic, making it doubtful you will realize a net savings over the life of the TV. 

3D 

Panasonic made a number of changes for 2011 3D plasma to improve 3D performance. 
We are still working on obtaining 3D test patterns to quantify results; in the meantime we 
must rely solely on observations of our 3D content which include DirecTV channels N3D, 

ESPN3D, 3Net and a growing library of Blu-ray discs. 

We found the TC-ST30s 3D performance the best we have seen to date. Crosstalk, the 
big 3D bugaboo seen as ghost images, was completely absent from every piece of content 
we sampled. We tried to find a scene that is crosstalk prone on other 3D TVs, including 
the church against the sky in Monsters versus Aliens and the speed skating competition 
from the 2010 Vancouver Winter Olympics (both have dark foreground against a light 
background) but we never once observed it. There is no screen flicker either. We also 
sampled Panasonic’s new rechargeable 3D glasses along with the legacy 2010 models. 
We saw no difference in the image quality, however the new glasses are lighter, more 
comfortable and rest closer to the face, better isolating one from ambient room light.  

  

Final Thoughts 

The TC-P50ST30 sets a new value/performance proposition for large screen 
HDTV.  Currently priced at under $1200 (link) it costs hundreds of dollars less than an 
entry level 46″ 120 Hz 3D LED LCD while providing better image quality and wider 

viewing angles. If you are looking for a big screen TV that’s about as future proof as you 
can buy today — thanks to updateable Internet apps and 3D capability — the TC-



P50ST30 should be the short list of HDTVs you consider. HD Guru awards the TC-
P50ST30 a ♥♥♥♥ (out of 5) hearts rating. 

  

  

 


